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The model OFL (Open Flexible Languages) [Cre01] aims to describe the main object-
oriented programming languages (such as Java [GJSB00], C++ [Str97], Eiffel [Mey92], . . . )
to allow their evolution and their adaptation to specific programmer’s needs. To reach this
goal, OFL reifies all elements of an object-oriented programming language in a set of com-
ponents. Thus classes, methods, expressions, messages, and so on are the OFL -components
and are integrated in a specific MOP (Meta-Object Protocol) which allows to extend the set of
entities needed for the reification of both languages and user applications.
The meta-programmer creates a language by selecting adequate OFL -components in pre-
defined libraries. (S)he can also specialise a given OFL -components in order to generate
one dedicated to some specific uses. To separate the default OFL -components of the OFL -
components created for a specific language, we call OFL -Atom the default one.1
Classes are reified by OFL -components. Take the example of Java. We have Component-
JavaClass, ComponentJavaInterface, ComponentJavaArray, . . . An originality of OFL is
that relationships are also reified. So, we have for Java: ComponentJavaExtendsBetween-
Classes, ComponentJavaExtendsBetweenInterfaces, ComponentJavaImplements, . . . A
more complete list of OFL -components for Java is given in [CCL02].
To facilitate the creation of an OFL -component, OFL provides some meta-components,
called OFL -concepts. So, we have a ConceptRelationship and a ConceptDescription2.
Thus, ConceptDescription is equivalent to a meta-meta-class. In each concept, a set of
parameters gives the meta-programmer powerful possibilities to create or adapt an OFL -
component.
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1In other words, OFL -Atoms are supplied by the model, other OFL -components, created for a specific language,
are not.
2The word description has been chosen to represent classes and all entities which look like classes, such as inter-
faces.
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